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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we concentrate on a system of functional (delay) differential 
equations for which each constant function is a solution. It is an interesting 
(and often nontrivial) problem to determine the asymptotic behavior of the 
non-constant solutions of such a system. For ordinary differential equations, 
this general problem reduces to a triviality since the only such system for which 
each constant function is a solution is the system x’ = 0. 
We consider the linear system of delay-differential equations 
x’(t) = P(t) [x(t) - x(t - r)] 
t=~~ 
and its perturbed system 
x’(t) = P(t) [x(t) - x(t - r)] + Q(t) &Y(t) + R(t) x(t - r), (2) 
where x(.) represents an n-vector function. We assume throughout that r > 0 
is a given positive constant and P(.), Q(.), R(.) are continuous n x 11 matrix 
functions on [O, CX). The main purpose here is to given a simple condition 
(namely, 1 P(.)j EL’[O, 00)) which g uarantees that the zero solution of (1) is 
uniformly stable and that each solution of (1) tends to a constant limit as t + 03. 
This is accomplished in Section 3. It should perhaps be mentioned that a brief 
survey of this type of behavior of functional differential equations with constant 
solutions is given in [3]. 
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As a by-product of the main results, we are able to obtain corresponding results 
(Section 4) for the perturbed system (2). These results are then applied in 
Section 4 to obtain an asymptotic integration result for the scalar equation 
x’(t) = [A + u(t)] x(t) + b(t) .r(t - Y). (3) 
An asymptotic integration conjecture is also stated for the corresponding 
n-dimensional system 
x’(t) = [A + A(t)] x(t) + B(t) x(t - Y), (4) 
where A is a constant n x 12 matrix and A(.) and B(.) are square integrable 
functions on the interval [O, co). 
Finally, we mention that, for the most part, the results in this paper are 
quite easy to state. As a result of this, it is hoped that individuals who are not 
familiar with the general subject matter will still be able to read the paper 
without a great deal of difficulty. However, for good introductory level material 
on the study of functional (delay) d’ff I erential equations, we refer the reader to [2]. 
For perhaps the most comprehensive approach to be found to date, see [5]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the general system 
x’(t) = F(t, .x(t)) + G(t, x(t - Y)), (5) 
where F, G: [0, 00) x Rn + Rn are continuous. Systems (1) and (2) are special 
cases of (5). For t, >, 0, the initial interval for (5) at t, is given by 
Ito = [t, - I’, t,]. 
For a given continuous initial function 4: I,,, 4 R”, the initial-value problem for 
(5) at t == t, consists of determining a continuous solution A(.) of (5) for t > t, 
such that x(t) = 4(t) for t E It0 . Such a solution will be denoted by X( ‘, t, , 4). 
It follows from standard existence results that any such initial-value problem 
has a continuous solution defined on some interval (t, , t, + h), h > 0. For 
systems (1) and (2) it follows that such solutions are unique. There are several 
sources where one can locate these fundamental results. See, for example, [2] 
or [5]. 
Note 2. I. For any t, and any $J on Ito , it holds that the solution A+(., t, , 4) 
of (I) or (2) is defined as a solution on the entire interval (to, co). This is a 
special case of Theorem 3. I of [I]. See also [5]. 
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When we refer to a solution x(., t,, , 4) of (5) (in particular, of (1) and (2)), 
we shall mean a solution with continuous initial function 4 on It0 with /I 4 11 = 
maxfo--r6~.to 1 $(s)l , where ( . 1 is a suitable norm in R”. 
DEFINITION. Suppose F(t, 0) = 0 = G(t, 0). The zero solution s(t) e 0, 
of (5) is eventually uniformly stable (EvUS) if for each E > 0 there exists T I‘; 0 
and S = S(E, T) > 0 such that: 
foranyt,> Tandanyl/+(l <SonI,O, 
I4~~4I~4)I <E for all t >, t, . 
The zero solution is uniformly stable if S can be chosen independently of T. 
A solution x(., t, ,4) is said to be bounded in the future if it is defined as a 
solution on (to , co) and if there exists a constant M > 0 such that / x(t, t, , +)I < 
M for all t 6 [to - r, 00). 
We now state some fundamental lemmas regarding Ln functions. 
A function Q: [O, co) -+ R”, for some positive integer m, is said to be in 
Lp[O, 03), p > 0, if jr I q(t)lp dt < co, where 1 . ( is an Rm-norm. Generally, we 
write q(m) E LP[O, CCJ), although we often find it convenient to slightly abuse this 
notation. 
LEMMA 2.1. If q( .) E LP[O, co) for some p > 0, then 
(9 $-, q(s) ds; St”-, Ids)l ds EWO, ~0) and 
(ii) St”-, I Q(S)/ ds + 0 as t + co. 
LEMMA 2.2. If ql(.), q2(.) E LPIO, co) f or some p > 0 and if the product 
q(.) =def qI(*) q2(*) is defked, then q(e) E Lp/*[O, co). 
The next result is applied to Eq. (3) in Section 4. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf q(.) ELP[O, co) for some p > 0, where q(e) is scalar-valued, 
then [exp($-, q(s) ds) - l] E L*[O, 60). 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf x’(e) EL~[O, 00) is continuous on some interval [t, , co), then 
x(t) + constant as t--+al. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We are now prepared to state the main result of the paper. The proof will be 
given after we establish three preparatory lemmas. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If P(.) EL*[O, co), then the .XYO sohtion of (1) is unif0rmb 
stable. Furthermore, each solution x( .) = x( ., t, , 4) of (1) satisfies 
x(t) 4 constant as t+r3. 
LEMMA 3.1. If P(.)EL~[O, co), the n any solution x(.) = x(., t, , 4) of (1) 
that is bounded in the future satisfies 
x(t) - constant as t4 co. 
Proof. For a solution x(.) = x(., t, , $) of (1) (or (2)), it follows from standard 
results that x’(.) is continuous on (to , co) (cf. [Sj). All integration will be given 
for t - Y > t, . Now, 
44 - 4t - y) = by, x’(s) ds = 1” P(s) [x(s) - x(s - Y)] ds. 
-t-r 
Thus, 
x’(t) = P(t) [x(t) - x(t - r)] = P(t) s,;, P(s) [x(s) - x(s - Y)] ds. 
As P(.) EL*[O, CD) and x(.) is b ounded in the future, it follows from Lemma 2.1 
that 
1 t P(s) [x(s) - x(s - Y)] ds EL”[O, ~0). 
-t-r 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2, x’(.) EL’[O, co) and the conclusion now follows from 
Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.2. IfP(.) EL*[O, XI) th en OY any E > 0 there exists S > 0 such that, f 
for any t, 3 0, II d II < 6 on Ito implies 1 x(t, t, , 4) - x(t - Y, t, , $)I < E for 
t, ,< t < t, + Y. 
Proof. Let x(t) = x\t, t, , 4). Th en x(t - r) = +(t - r) for t, < t < t, j- 1. 
Let M be a bound on St+r I P(s)] ds, t > 0. Such a bound exists as sy ( P(s)\ ds 
--t 0 as t 4 00 (Lemma 2.1). 
Let E > 0 be given and choose 6 < min[r/2, l /((l + M) e”)]. Then for 
/I 4 II < 6 on Ito and to < t < to + y, 
I +)I G I %)I + j-1 I +)I I G) - 4s - y)l ds 
< I +(&,)I + 1” I P(s)1 I+(s - r)l ds + 1” I W)l I +)I ds 
- to to 
< I WJI + j-t” I P(s)1 I+(s - r)l ds + ( I P(s)\ I x(s)1 ds 
< (6 + SW + It I P(s)1 Ix(4 ds. 
to 
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By Gronwall’s inequality, 
1 x(t)1 < (6 + SM) exp (J” ( P(s)1 A) < (6 + SM) eM < f 
h 
due to the choice of 6. So 
I x(t) - x(t - Y)l = I s(t) - c$(t - Y)] < / x(t)1 + 1 $(f - Y)l < $ + ; = E 
for t, < t < t, + Y since 114 Ij < S < 42. 
For the following lemma, let 7’r 3 0 be chosen such that St’-, I P(s)1 A < 1 for 
all t 2 Tr . 
LEMMA 3.3. If p(e) EL~[O, co), then for every E > 0 there exists S > such 
that, for any t, > Tl , 114 (/ < S on It0 implies / x(t, t, ,c#) - x(t - Y, f, , $)I < E 
for all t 3 t, . 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given and choose S as in Lemma 3.2. Let x(t) = 
aft, t, ,4). Then 
/ x(t) - x(t - Y)] < E for f, - t < t, + Y 
and any t, >, 0. Let t, > Tl and suppose there exists t > t, + Y such that 
I x(t) - x(t - Y)I (!if / y(t)1 = E. 
Let t* > to + Y be the first such time this occurs. Then 
( = I Y(t*)l > I Jwl for Tl < f, < t < t* 
and 
I y(t*)l = I x(t*) - .v(t* - Y)/ = 1 lye, s’(s) ds 1 
= 1 j-I’-, P(s) b(s) - 4s - y)l ds 1 
= 1 .$I’, P(s) ~(4 ds ( 
-‘* < ! I P(s)1 Ill ds. . t*-,’ 
Since 1 y(t*)l 2 I y(s)1 , t* - Y < s < t*, it follows that 
I rt(t*)l e I v(f*)l 1“ I PI ds. 
. t*-r 
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Hence, $-r ) P(s)/ ds > 1, which contradicts the choice of Ti since t* > to > 
Tl . So 
I x(t) - x(t - r)I = 1 y(t)1 < E for t > t, . 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first establish uniform stability. To accomplish 
this, we show that the zero solution is eventually uniformly stable and then we 
apply a continual dependence argument. 
Let 17 > 0 be given. We wish to find 6, > 0 and T 3 0 such that tl > T and 
114 /I < 6, imply I x(t, t, , $)I < 7 for all t > t, and any t, 3 T. Let E = 1 and 
choose 6 = S(E) < 1 according to Lemma 3.3. Finally, let 6, = min(6, v/3). 
Now, by Lemma 2.1, 
I PC-)I EL2P, co) implies s t I P(s)1 dsEL2[r, co), t-7 
which, in turn, implies (by Lemma 2.2) 
I PWl j-1, I P(4l ds E w, a). 
Let T > Tl + Y be chosen such that 
St (I P(s)1 I’
t1+r 
and 
t1 5--T 
I WI du) ds -c + I fl I w ds < 4 
for all t > t, > T > Tl + r. (Tl was defined immediately before Lemma 3.3.) 
Thus, for t, 3 T and 114 )I < 6,) we have for t, < t < t, + r 
1 x(t, t, , +)I dsf I X(t)1 < I @,)I + 1” I PNl ds < 2 3 
h 
where we have used the fact that 1 x(t) - x(t - r)I < 1. If t, + r < t, then 
lx(t)1 < I Wl>l + L:‘” I WI ds + s,‘,, I P(s)1 I4s) - .?c(s - r)l ds 
1 
< 1 &)I + (‘+r 1 P(s)1 ds + j-’ 1 P(s)\ J‘ ( P(u)1 1 x(u) - x(u - r)l du ds 
t1 t1+7 s--r 
S I +@A + j-:“’ I P(s)l ds + I’,, (I PW 6, I WI d”) ds 
1 
<+++++-7. 
4’=9/7+-3 
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In any case, I x(t, t, , $)I < 71 for t 3 t, > T and j[ $ jl < 6, . Thus, the zero 
solution of (1) is eventually uniformly stable. Since solutions depend con- 
tinuously on initial conditions (cf. [5, Chap. 21 or [2, Sect. 23]), we can find 
6, < 6, such that 1 ~(t, t*, 4)j < 6, for [I 4 11 < 6, , and for any t* < t < T. 
Thus, I x(t, t, , +)I < 7 for all t > t, , 114 [I < 6, , and any t, > t, , and we have 
uniform stability of the zero solution. 
Since (1) is a linear homogeneous system, it follows that the zero solution is 
stable if and only if each solution is bounded in the future (cf. [5, Sect. 6.61). 
Thus, uniform stability certainly implies that each solution of (1) is bounded 
in the future. The remainder of the proof follows from Lemma 3.1. 
4. PERTURBATIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC INTEGRATION 
With the aid of a fundamental result in [4], we can now easily prove a useful 
result for the perturbed system 
x’(t) = P(t) [x(t) - x(t - Y)] + Q(t) x(t) + R(t) x(t - Y). 
This system was initially discussed in Section 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. If P(-) EL~[O, co) and Q(.), R(.) E E[O, co), then the Z~YO 
solution of (2) is uniformly stable. Furthermore, each solution x(.) = x( ., t, , 4) 
of (2) satisfies 
x(t) + constant as t+ co. 
Proof. As the zero solution of (1) is uniformly stable (cf. Theorem 2.1) and 
Qt.>, R(v) EJW, 1, f 11 co it o ows from Theorem 18.1 of [4] that the zero solution 
of (2) is also uniformly stable. Hence, as (2) is linear and homogeneous, each 
solution is bounded in the future. The remainder of the proof is similar to the 
proof of Lemma 3.1 and is left to the reader. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of asymptotic integra- 
tion. In particular, we consider a system of the form 
x’(t) = [A + A(t)] x(t) + B(t) x(t - Y), 
where fl = diag(& ,..., A,} is a constant diagonal matrix and A(.) and B( .) 
are continuous n X n matrix functions on [0, co). We restrict our attention to 
the case A( .), B( .) E L”[O, co). By diag{d(t)} we mean the diagonal matrix whose 
diagonal is that of -d(t). 
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First of all, it should be helpful to state a result from ordinary differential 
equations for the linear system 
x’(t) = [A + A(t)] x(t). (7) 
Although it is not necessary to do so, we restrict our attention to the case where fl 
is constant and real (cf. [6, p. 5771). Th e 0 f 11 owing is a special case of a result 
in [7]. 
THEOREM 4.2 (cf. [7, pp. 71-721). A ssume & # Xi for each i f j. Further- 
more, assume A(.) E L?[O, 00). Then there exists an n x n matrix function F(.), 
F(t) - 0 as t + 00 such that (7) h as a f d un amental matrix solution X( .) of the form 
X(t) = [I + F(t)] exp (6 [A + diag{44)1 ds) . (8) 
An excellent treatment of the above result together with other asymptotic 
integration results for linear ordinary differential systems can be found in [6]. 
The authors feel that the following conjecture is of significance and that the 
proof can possibly be given by using Theorem 4.1 and a modification of the 
approach taken in [6]. In fact, the proof of the conjecture is given below for the 
scalar case n = 1, which is of interest in itself. 
CONJECTURE. Assume hi # A3 for each i f j. Furthermore, assume A(.), 
B( .) E L*[O, CXI). Then there exists a matrix function F(.), F(t) - 0 as t -+ 03, such 
that: 
for any solution x(a) of (6) there exists a constant vector c and a 
vector function f (*), f(t) -+ 0 as t + co, such that 
x(t) = [I + F(t)] exp (Jot [A + diag(A(s)} + diag{B(s)} e-‘“I ds) [c + f (t>l. 
(9) 
Conaersely, for each constant vector c, there exists a solution x(.) of (6) that has the 
form (9) for some vector function f (*), where f (t) -+ 0 us t + co. 
For the case Y = 0, it follows from Eq. (8) that the function f (.) in (9) can 
always be chosen to be identically zero. Since, for Y > 0, the solutions of (6) 
do not form a finite dimensional space, we cannot hope to find a representation 
as concise as (8) for system (6). 
THEOREM 4.3. Conjecture holds for the scalar case n = 1. Furthermore, for 
this case, F(t) can be chosen to be identically zero. 
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Proof. For this case, we are considering the equation 
x’(t) = [A + u(t)] x(t) + b(t) x(t - Y), (10) 
where X is real, a, b: [0, co) + R are continuous, and a(*), b(.) EL*[O, CO). 
Consider the transformation 
Then, 
x(t) = exp (j: [A + a(s) + b(s) e-“1 ds) r(t). (11) 
x’(t) = [A + a(t) + b(t) e+] x(t) + exp (lot [A + u(s) + b(s) e-‘“1 ds) r’(t) 
= [A + u(t)] x(t) + b(t) x(t - T). 
Thus, 
b(t) ecTA exp (C [A + u(s) + b(s) ecTA] ds) y(t) 
+ exp (fd [A + a(s) + b(s) e-‘*I ds) r’(t) 
= b(t) exp (S t-l [A + a(s) + b(s) eerA] ds) r(t - r), 
0 
from which it follows that 
Y’(t) = -b(t) e-“‘y(t) + b(t) exp (- S,:, [A + u(s) + b(s) e-rA] ds) r(t - r) 
= -b(t) e-“‘y(t) + b(t) e-AT exp (- S:_, [a(s) + b(s) e-T ds) y(t - y). (12) 
Now, a(-), b(e) EP[O, a), so, by Lemma 2.3, there exists a function g(*) E 
L2[0, co) such that 
exp (- f, [a(s) + b(s) e-Y ds) = 1 + g(t). 
Therefore, (12) can be written 
y’(t) = -b(t) e-‘Ay(t) + b(t) e-‘1Y(t - r) + b(t) e-‘“g(t) y(t - *). (13) 
This is exactly the form of system (2) with 
P(t) = b(t) ecTA, Q(t) = 0, R(t) = b(t) e-TAg(t). 
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Note that R(.) gLi[O, co) since b(e) e+, g(.) EL*[O, CO) (cf. Lemma 2.2). By 
Theorem 4.1, it follows that for each solution y( .) of (13) there exists a constant c 
and a functionf(.), f(t) + 0 as t + co, such that 
r(t) = c + f(t)* (14) 
From (II), we have that 
4t) = exp (s,” [A + 44 + b(s) e+l ds) [c + f(t)], 
which is precisely the form of (9) withF(t) = 0. 
To complete the proof, suppose there exists a solution yk(.) of (13) such that 
(14) holds for some nonzero constant k; that is, 
Y&) = k- + h(t), 
wherefk(t) - 0 as t + 00 and k + 0. Then, for any constant c, y(t) = (c/k) yk(t) 
is a solution of (13) and 
x(t) = exp (s,” [A + 44 + 44 e-‘Y ds) (c14yk(t) 
= exp (I” P + 44 + &) +I ds) [c + f(t)] 
0 
is a solution of (lo), where f(t) = (c/k)f,(t) -+ 0 as t + cc. Thus, to prove the 
converse part of Conjecture, it suffices to show that (14) holds for some nonzero 
constant. 
Suppose, for each solution y(‘) of (13) c = 0 in (14). Then y(t) --) 0 for each 
solution y(e) of (13). That is, the zero solution of (13) is uniformly stable (cf. 
Theorem 4.1) and asymptotically stable. By employing the results of Section 18 
of [4] (see also [5, Sect. 6.6]), we can perturb (13) by any term, for instance, of 
the form h(t) y(t - Y), h(.) EL~[O, CD), while maintaining these stability pro- 
perties. In particular, it follows that the zero solution of 
y’(f) = -b(t) ePAy(t) + b(t) eP+y(t - Y) 
+ b(t) e-‘^g(t) y(t - r) - b(t) e-‘“g(t) y(t - Y) 
= --b(t) e-‘4(t) + b(t) errAy(t - Y) 
(15) 
is uniformly and asymptotically stable. Since each constant function is a solu- 
tion of (I 5), asymptotic stability cannot hold and we have a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 
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It should be noted that stability alone is enough to guarantee boundedness in 
the future of solutions of (1) and (2). However, the stronger concept of uniform 
stability is essential in employing the perturbation results that have been used 
here, It should also be pointed out that the delay constant r can easily be replaced 
throughout the paper by a bounded, continuous delay function T: [0, co) + 
II09 41. 
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